tragsreihe "Homo sexualität und Wissenschaft."
Papers by fifteen authors presented at the Free University, Berlin, on law, literature, politics, and the history and future of the gay movement in Germany.

Reprints six papers on such topics as massage parlors; the interrelation between sex, situation, and strategies in the pairing ritual of homo ludens; secrecy in the lesbian world; bisexuality in men; family attitudes and Mexican male homosexuality; and meanings and process in erotic aggression.

Eight of the essays in this book discuss homosexuality (esp. in relation to religion, ethics, and the law) fairly neutrally, while three reflect the point of view of the emerging gay movement.

Crusading essays on pederasty, homosexuals in the work place and other subjects by a Swiss gay novelist.

F. ENCYCLOPEDIAS AND DICTIONARIES

Until quite recently general encyclopedias, whose publishers were aware that the volumes were destined for the shelves of secondary school and college libraries, discretely shunned the whole subject of homosexuality or dismissed it with a few evasive or uninformative remarks. Hence the topic was treated only in specialized reference works, which were, however, usually compiled by individuals working in the tradition of the sexual science that had emerged in the early twentieth century. Their treatments summarize what was then known (or simply believed) by the major investigators of homosexual behavior and psychology.

Articles by various writers with a cross-cultural and international emphasis. While attitudes are often dated, the entries still convey useful information. Bibliographies; index.
Dictionary of sex research compiled by a (closeted) West German homosexual scholar.

Based in large measure on material assembled in France by "Dr. Costler" (Arthur Koestler). Haire, an Australian physician and leader of the sex reform movement in the interwar period, was homosexual.

Translation of a Danish work. About 600 entries, with 120 drawings; emphasizes sexual techniques.

An encyclopedic dictionary fusing sexological and psychiatric viewpoints. Contains several outstanding articles by Hans Licht (Paul Brandt).

Reflects European sex research of the pre-1933 period, though many articles are written by Americans. In addition to the usual entries, see "Elmira Reformatory, Sex in," "Hirschfeld, Magnus," and "Homosexual Twins."

Treats mainly general encyclopedias, rather than specialized ones.

G. LIBRARIES AND ARCHIVES

The emergence of gay and lesbian studies has posed special problems for cataloging and collection of materials, some of which can be best solved in the special gay and lesbian archives. As regards the profession, anecdotal evidence suggests that a high proportion of male librarians are homosexual, but the actual incidence and its sociopsychological grounding have not been elucidated.